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Yendi’s

Tagging Gun Tips
 Keep your tagging gun out of children's reach! The needle is very sharp!
 When tagging, puncture the cardstock tag first, then the tag/seam of the clothing
item.
 Puncture clothing tags and inside seams only to prevent damage to items.
 After attaching the price tag, gently pull on the tag to make sure it is secure.
 Always keep the price tag on the outside of clothing for easy viewing.
 If pairing items in outfits, use the attachers to hang pants on standard hanger (if you
don't have an outfit hanger). You can puncture jeans/pants underneath belt loops
(so the puncture is hidden).
 Use the tagging gun to attach items together (3 onesies that you put into a clear zip
lock bag) to prevent separation of pieces.
 For items with more than one piece: After I print my barcoded tags, I cut them out
and use the extra cardstock from the margins to make 1"x2" pieces of
cardstock. With a thick marker, I write "1 of 2" on one and attach it with the price tag
to the main item (shirt if an outfit). Then, I write "2 of 2" on another and attach it to
the other item (pants if an outfit). This system works well for multiple pieces, just
write "1 of 4," etc. As always, I use the tagging gun to attach the multiple items
together. Also, on these barcoded tags, I always type "2 pieces" in the
description. This way, my items are less likely to get separated. But if they do, they
won't be sold separately.
 Be sure to review “Tagging and Hanging” on our Vancouver, BC website (under
“Sell”) to ensure that your items are tagged properly before the sale.
 Have fun tagging your items!
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